7th Grade Science – MOLSEE / SLACK
• 1” binder
• 8 Dividers with tabs
• Paper
• Pencil bag that goes in a binder
• Colored pencils
• Dry erase marker (dark ink)
• Tissue boxes
• Disinfectant Wipes

7th Grade Utah Studies - ENCE
• Colored pencils
• Folder or binder to keep work in

7th Grade Language Arts – ECHO NEILSON
• 3 ring binder (for use in only this class)
• Loose leaf lined paper
• Pens or pencils
• Composition notebook

• OPTIONAL: highlighters, sticky notes, colored pencils, markers

7th Grade Math - MONTGOMERY
• Pencils
• Composition Notebook
• Colored pencils/highlighters (recommended, not required)
• Dry Erase Markers (recommended)
• Fraction calculator for homework (strongly suggested is the Texas Instruments TI-30XS Multi view, this is the one we use in class)

7th Grade PE – PRINCE
• Black shorts / grey t-shirt
• Non-marking sole athletic shoes
• Deodorant (NON-Aerosol ONLY)

7th Grade Orchestra - DUTTON
• Instrument/Bow/Case
• Wiping Cloth
• Rosin
• Tuner (Preferred style is Korg CA-40)
• 1” black binder
• 10 sheet protectors
• New Direction for Strings Book (Book 1 for Beninning and LR Intermediate, Book 2 for Intermediate and Advanced)
• Pencil
• Reading Book
• Dry Erase Marker
• Practice Mute (recommended)
• Silver Sharpie Markers & Tissue Box (Donations appreciated)

7th Grade Choir - DUTTON
• Reading Book
• Tissue Boxes (Donations appreciated)

7th Grade FACS - FAWCETT
• Two Fat Quarters fabric OR ½ yard of fabric
• Two yards 7/8” gross grain ribbon

7th Grade Language Arts/Theatre– HYATT
• Composition Notebook (for Language Arts Only)
• Spiral notebook or 3 ring binder with notebook paper
• #2 pencils
• Black or dark blue ink pens (Optional)
• Red pen or red pencil for correcting
• Highlighter pen (yellow if possible)
6th Grade Math/Language Arts – HEPWORTH

- 1 inch binder (NO other size please)
- Mechanical Pencils with extra lead
- Highlighters
- Colored pencils
- Glue sticks
- Ear buds with name on them

- OPTIONAL: hand sanitizer, Kleenex, Scientific calculator TI-30XS (Math only)

6th Grade Language Arts – ESPLIN

- 2 notebooks (one for reading class, one for writing class)
- 1 inch binder (to stay in class)
- Pencils
- Highlighters (4 different colors)
- Markes
- Colored pencils
- 3X5 index cards with holder
- Glue sticks

- DONATE TO CLASS: glue sticks, hand sanitizer, tissue/Kleenex, cleaning wipes

6th Grade Language Arts – WOOLSEY

- 1 inch, 3-ring binder (NO other size please these will stay in the classroom)
- 8 tab dividers for binder
- Earbuds with name on them (student will keep these in their backpack)
- Mechanical pencils with extra lead
- Highlighters
- Colored pencils
- Markers
- Red pen
- Glue sticks

- DONATE TO CLASS: glue sticks, hand sanitizer, Kleenex, Disinfectant Wipes

6th Grade Math – CAMI GUBLER

- Mechanical pencils and extra lead
- Dry erase markers (about 10 of these)
- Earbuds with name on them
- Composition notebook
- Two-pocket folder
- Glue sticks

OPTIONAL: Scientific calculator TI-30XS, crayons, colored pencils, markers, scissors, highlighter

6th Grade Orchestra/Choir - DUTTON

- Instrument/Bow/Care
- Wiping Cloth
- Rosin
- Tuner (Preferred style is Korg CA-40)
- 1” black binder
- 10 sheet protectors
- New Direction for Strings Book (Book 1 for Beninning and LR Intermediate, Book 2 for Intermediate and Advanced)
- Pencil
- Reading Book
- Dry Erase Marker
- Practice Mute (recommended)
- Silver Sharpie Markers & Tissue Box (Donations appreciated)

6th Grade Math – CAMI GUBLER

- Mechanical pencils and extra lead
- Dry erase markers (about 10 of these)
- Earbuds with name on them
- Composition notebook
- Two-pocket folder
- Glue sticks

- DONATE TO CLASS: glue sticks, hand sanitizer, Kleenex, Disinfectant Wipes

6th Grade Language Arts – RICHINS

- 1 OR 1 ½ inch binder (stays in class)
- Composition notebook (writers notebook)
- Spiral notebook (readers notebook)
- Pencils
- A reading book

- OPTIONAL: highlighters – different colors, post it notes, red pen & expo marker, index cards with holder

- DONATE TO CLASS: tissue boxes, cleaning wipes, hand sanitizer
6th Grade Language Arts - IMLAY
- 1” 3 ring binder (this will stay in the classroom)
- Colored pencils
- Pencils
- Highlights
- Glue Stick

- OPTIONAL: Colored markers, tissue, hand sanitizer, lined paper

6th Grade PE – SIMON
- Black shorts / grey t-shirt
- Non-marking sole athletic shoes
- Deodorant (NON-Aerosol ONLY)

6th Grade Science – JOLLEY/ZIMMERMAN
- Highlighter
- Pencils
- Glue Sticks
- Colored Pencils
- Lined Sheets of paper to be glued into student workbook
- Red Pen

6th Grade Math - FURSE
- Earbuds with name on them
- 1 set of dry erase markers
- Mechanical pencil with extra lead
- Composition notebooks (3 of these)
- Two-Pocket Folder (1 of these)